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Geography students

Student 
Post-excursion tasks

The sun struggled for many days to penetrate the thick smoke caused by the Perth Hills 2005 wildfire. Photo – Ron D’Raine/DEC
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Reporting the January 2005 Perth Hills fire
In January 2005 the forests of the Perth Hills
experienced what was to become the single
biggest bushfire in the northern jarrah forest for
45 years. The fires had a major impact on the
entire metropolitan area, enveloping most of
Perth in dense smoke for almost seven days. Air
quality monitoring stations measured Perth’s
highest incidence of smoke pollution on record.

Imagine you are a journalist for a local
newspaper and are required to compile a report
about the fire. The following information should
be included but you can embellish your story to
make it more emotive.

• Day and time the fire began.

• The number of initial fires.

• The direction of spread (note wind direction
and speed).

• Communities threatened.

• The second group of fires started by
lightning (include day and time).

• The date and time of two fires joining
together.

• The perimeter of the area burnt. 

In order to research your story, consult the
following sources of information:

1.  Five (5) maps showing fire progress over
several days (from your teacher).

2. Table 1: Statistics of Perth Hills Fire

Number of people involved in fighting the fire

Number of days burning

Intensity of fire

Agencies involved

Approximate cost

Area burnt

About 1600

Four days of running fire, another six days of mop up

Between 3000 and 50,000 kw/m. Flame height between
5 and 20 m. Headfires so hot that impossible to attack
fire front directly by either bulldozers or water bombers

DEC; FESA; volunteer fire brigades; police;  Telstra;
Western Power

$10 million

Area 28,000 ha 

Statistics of Perth hills fire

Top: More than 1000 firefighters and backup staff helped to fight the Perth
Hills 2005 fire. Centre left: Raking to create a firebreak. Centre right : Clouds

forming over Perth, photo – Emma Rose. Bottom: Bulldozers creating
firebreaks and containment lines, photo – Ron D’Raine. 
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Investigating the behaviour of wildfire 
Investigate how different fuel ages resulting from past prescribed burns, together with wind
direction, play a vital role in determining how a wildfire behaves and how best to control it.

Step 1
Consult both the five maps showing fire progress and the single map showing final extent of fire compared with
fuel ages resulting from past prescribed burns.

Step 2
Examine how the fire spread each day in relation to the wind direction. Also note the wind speed, humidity and air
temperature for each map. 

Day and time Wind direction Wind speed Humidity Air temperature

Step 3 

Examine the map showing different fuel ages. 

1. What do you think is meant by ‘fuel age’? 

2. What effect might different fuel ages have on the behaviour of a
wildfire?

3. What effect might different fuel ages have on the ability of fire
fighters to control an intense wildfire?

Helena Valley. Photo - Chris Garnett/DEC
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The impact of wildfire on people
A big wildfire such as the Perth Hills fire of January 2005 impacts on
various members of the community as well as on the environment.

For each of the following people or groups state how you think they might have
been affected:

1.  Keen bushwalker who also leads small adventure group tours in the area.

2.  Apiarist who placed beehives in the area during the wildflower season.

3.  Orchardist whose fruit crops have been partly destroyed.

4.  Partner and family of a fire fighter.

5. Family of a child who suffers from respiratory problems and lives close to the fire.

6. A community whose water supply comes
from a reservoir whose catchment was
seriously burnt and where heavy rain has
now caused erosion of top soil into the
reservoir.

DEC firefighters from Busselton
helped to fight the Perth Hills 2005

fire. Photo – Ron D’Raine 

An enormous smoke cloud engulfed the metropolitan area during the Perth
Hills 2005 fire.
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The Impact of wildfire on the environment
Investigate and discuss with other students the possible impacts on the environment of
controlling an intense wildfire.

Step 1
Consult the following table listing some of the fire fighting techniques, equipment and tools that may have been
used to fight a big wildfire such as the Perth Hills fire of January 2005.

Table 2 Fire fighting techniques, equipment and tools

Step 2
Consider each of the techniques and types of machinery listed in Table 2. Investigate any possible negative
impacts on the environment of their use in controlling an intense wildfire. 

Fire bombing with foamy water. The addition of foam
helps water to concentrate in one area.

Hasty clearing of firebreaks to assist with back
burning and to help prevent the further spread of fire.

Spraying fire front with water.

Fire retardant dropped as a barrier just in front of fire
front. Makes vegetation difficult to burn. Consists of
phosphate and ammonium salts and when mixed
with water makes a reddish slurry (like tomato
sauce!). Remains on vegetation for a few days.

Fixed wing aircraft

Chainsaws, bulldozers, front end loaders

4000 litre water tankers, four wheel drives with
smaller water tanks

Fixed wing aircraft

Techniques Equipment/ tools

Photo – Ron D’Raine/DEC


